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     d.  Petitioner was issued an annual Fitrep for the reporting period 9 May 2020 to 30 June 
2021.  The Fitrep was rendered adverse due to his PFT failure on 25 May 2021, as noted in 
Block 6a and the Section I comments.  On 26 June 2021, while on temporary limited duty, 
Petitioner completed a partial PFT, as noted in Section 8b and Section I comments of the Fitrep.  
Petitioner acknowledged the adverse nature of the Fitrep and submitted a rebuttal statement.  A 
Third Officer Sighter adjudicated the factual differences and concurred with the adverse nature 
of the Fitrep.  Enclosure (4).  
 
     e.  Petitioner contends the Fitrep was unjust in nature because he ran the PFT less than a week 
after receiving his second vaccination and that the side-effects contributed to his failed run 
portion of the PFT.  Petitioner asserts that after he consulted with the medical personnel and the 
Headquarters Marine Corps Force Fitness Division, all parties agreed that the symptoms he 
exhibited were documented effects of the vaccine and should not have resulted in punitive 
action.  Petitioner further contends he received little to no support from his Senior Enlisted 
Advisor and was not able to discuss the issue with the Chief of Staff who issued the Page 11 
6105 counseling entry.  Furthermore, Petitioner contends leaders push heavily on getting 
vaccinated but offer little support for the after-effects.   
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Upon review and consideration of all the evidence of record, the Board finds the existence of an 
error warranting relief.  The Board noted that Petitioner submitted substantial documentation in 
support of his contentions and determined that Petitioner, if not for falling ill, would have passed 
the run portion of the PFT on 25 May 2021.  The Board further noted that although Petitioner 
encountered a rapid onset illness during the run portion and not before conducting the PFT, there 
was no way of predicting he would have developed symptoms prior to conducting the PFT, and 
he would not have known he needed a light-duty chit, as required in reference (b).  The Board 
thus concluded that the Page 11 6105 counseling entry was issued in error and it shall be 
removed from his official military personnel file (OMPF).  The Board also concluded that the 
Fitrep is in error since it was rendered adverse due to the Page 11 6105 counseling entry.  The 
Board concluded that the Fitrep shall also be removed from the Petitioner’s OMPF without first 
requiring him to petition the Headquarters Marine Corps Performance Evaluation Review Board.   
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
In view of the above, the Board directs the following corrective action. 
 
Petitioner’s naval record be corrected by removing enclosure (2), his 19 July 2021 Page 11 6105 
counseling entry. 
 
Petitioner’s naval record be corrected by removing enclosure (3), his 22 July 2021 rebuttal 
statement. 
 
Petitioner’s naval record be corrected by removing enclosure (4), his Fitrep for the reporting 
period 9 May 2020 to 30 June 2021.     
 






